DROP-IN TUTORING

lí Monday-Thursday:
7:00 AM – 12:40 PM and 1:30 PM – 5:40 PM
lí Friday:
7:00 AM – 12:40 PM and 1:30 PM – 3:10 PM
lí Prewriting conferences (unlimited): Printed assignment sheet OR textbook prompt REQUIRED
lí Writing conferences (two per assignment):
Printed assignment sheet OR textbook prompt REQUIRED (Please note: In accordance with ECC policy, we do not proofread essays for grammar.)
lí Grammar conferences (unlimited) on such topics as run-on sentences, agreement, and fragments.
lí Review of college application essays and resumes
lí Advice on MLA or APA documentation

COMPUTING

lí Monday-Thursday: 7:00 AM – 6:00 PM
lí Friday: 7:00 AM – 3:30 PM
lí Self-paced grammar and reading software
lí Internet access for research
lí Flash drive required to save work
lí Sorry, no printing this semester

Student ID and current sticker required for all services